
Request for Proposals: Five College Library Repository Collection

Cataloging and Traying Project

Responses to submitted questions (16 total)

1. What type of material needs to be cataloged -- e.g. monograph, serial ?

Serials need to be cataloged.

2. Do we know if the 2500 volumes require original or copy cataloging?

No original cataloging is required, only item-level cataloging on existing records. The vendor

will be asked to duplicate an existing record and change data to match the volume in hand.

3. Do any of the volumes already have a barcode attached?

All volumes should have a barcode already  attached; Five Colleges will provide additional

barcodes in case a barcode is missing.

4. Will Five Colleges supply the barcodes?

All volumes should have a barcode already  attached; Five Colleges will provide additional

barcodes in case a barcode is missing.

5. Has new software for the ingest of items been implemented?  Is is part of the FOLIO

System?

FOLIO will be used for cataloging. Barcode-to-tray scanning will take place in the existing

Five Colleges web based software.

6. Will someone be available to do a brief training for our cataloger on the new system

(FOLIO)?

Yes, the Five College Repository Collection Manger will be available to provide training on

FOLIO. FOLIO will require a specific login provided by Five Colleges and will require an

individual email address for each FOLIO user.

7. Will Five Colleges provide all book barcodes?

All volumes should have a barcode already  attached; Five Colleges will provide additional

barcodes in case a barcode is missing.
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8. Can Five Colleges provide a description or sample screen shots of the Repository item

level collection catalog standards.

Below are screenshots of repository item level cataloging standards. Click on each

screenshot to enlarge the image.

Five Colleges will provide a written description of the cataloging process as well as training

on the FOLIO system as required.
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https://drive.google.com/open?id=1q4oJE-I02BnFZkM_PDrQUKzZZbdK_-fI
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fO-1AHcala5gRFNe-S-M45AIecphOcIe


9. All depository locator systems that we have used in the past require a datafile containing

records of all materials to be accessioned be added to the system prior to scanning

material to trays. Is this also the case with the Five Colleges Library Annex software

system? What is the process for adding the datafile containing newly catalogued material

into the Five Colleges Library Annex software system?

No, the data from newly cataloged material does not need to be added to Five Colleges

Library Annex software. Process for adding new datafile will be done by Five Colleges library

staff at a later date. Cataloging is completed in FOLIO and Annex software is used to record

barcode-tray data separately.
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https://drive.google.com/open?id=1c4y0VdY8urM_eFduT3Or9xtxs-Xb4pEf
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VuXn4CNWUH_5wm8yAL9sTh0fkcaPkwAW


10. Does the FOLIO system repository accessioning process require two scans; initial scan and

verification scan?

No, the Annex software, which is separate from FOLIO (our ILS), does not require a

verification scan. We have required vendors in the past to have two different team members

scan the items in and pack the trays. Written on the outside of each tray will be a count of

the number of items the tray contains.

11. Is the vendor required to provide all hardware; computers, scanners, etc?

Five Colleges can provide 1-2 laptops and two scanners but would expect the vendor to

provide additional equipment as needed. The vendor may provide additional laptops and

scanners for use during this project.

12. Will the vendor be allowed to use the Five Colleges lift equipment to locate trays on upper

shelves?

Yes, the vendor can use Five Colleges’ Crown lift as long as the vendor can provide valid

operator certificates for all team members who will use this equipment at the Annex.

13. Is there an existing bib record for any of the 2,500 items in the FOLIO Integrated Library

System?

Yes, all 2500 items will have an existing BIB record. No original cataloging is required, only

item-level cataloging on existing records. The vendor will be asked to duplicate an existing

record and change data to match the volume in hand.

If a BIB record is missing, Five Colleges will provide a BIB.

14. If not, will Five Colleges provide access to OCLC.

Items will have BIB records. If a BIB is missing, Five Colleges will provide a BIB.

15. How many workstations will the vendor be allowed to operate at any given time?

Five Colleges has ample room for a vendor team to work. Within reason, we would allow the

vendor to rearrange the provided workspace for maximum efficiency, as long as the working

environment is safe. We would be happy to provide a tour and orientation to the spaces

prior to execution of the contract.

16. Since adding tray shelf location data to the Five Colleges Library Annex software is not

included in the scope of work, how would Five Colleges like the tray location information

delivered? Would an excel spreadsheet be acceptable?

An Excel spreadsheet would be ideal.
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